Self Service
tips with
Qlik Sense
This document contains information about three
of the self-service options that are available that
allows users to discover more.
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2.

Introduction
When spending time with Qlik Sense administrators during Qlik Sense
Enterprise deployments or during workshops, an important section
that always comes up is the governance configuration and
administration around which of the business users can create their
own content, share their content and in which apps they should be
able to do this.
Over the years, so many times I’ve been surprised at the push-back by
administrators against enabling users to take analytical views given to
them and making it their own. This is not an all or nothing approach,
but even hearing this, there is so much reluctance. Data exploration
should not be restricted to viewing only if the true value of data is
expected to be unlocked.

The three of the self-service options that are available that allows users
to discover more are:
1. Self-service using Visual Exploration
2. Self-service using Fully Custom Created Sheets
3. Self-service using the Qlik Insight Advisor

3.

Self-service using Visual
Exploration

When alternative dimensions or measures are added within an object
by die App owner (developer), the titles within the object become
drop-down menus to make it easy for business users to change the
data fields displayed in the visualization. A right-click (long press)
Exploration menu will expand the UI to allow further changes like data
sorting, colors and appearance configuration.

4.

Read more about the Exploration Menu or how to add Alternative Dimensions and Measures.
Easiest method of self-service for users.
Qlik Sense Data Exploration is native to all objects, no custom development needed.
Possible data fields to use, is limited by the App owner.
Analyzer and Professional license holders can use this feature.

5.

Self-service using Fully
Custom Created Sheets

Published apps does not allow anyone (not even the owner) to make
changes to the Public content which includes sheets, stories,
bookmarks, etc.
A Duplicate option will appear in the top right to those with sufficient
access to create private sheets

Creating your own sheets and visualizations in a published app will initially exist as private content that is only
available to the creator of that those sheets, creating content this way is done using the exact same user
interface that the App developer use for Public content.

6.

Read more about Creating visualizations or Sharing your self-created
sheets.
Master Dimensions and Measures from the developer will facilitate
easy content creation using simple drag-and-drop or menu selections
to create the required visualizations.
Unlimited customization based on the App data model and installed
server visualizations.
Allows collaboration by publishing private content to the community.
Access to creating or sharing content is governed on the Qlik Sense
Management Console with fine granular control.
Requires a Professional license.

7.

Self-service using the
Qlik Insight Advisor
Included in your Qlik Sense solution is the built-in Insight Advisor, this
impressive tech will automatically create visualizations naturally by
simply selecting data fields, asking it questions or letting it generate
insights by analyzing the data for you.
Field or Master Dimension/Measure based Insights

8.

Natural Language Queries

Qlik Cognitive Engine Insights

Would like to learn more about the Qlik Insight Advisor?
The Qlik Insight Advisor is available to Analyzer and Professional license
holders.
No custom development needed for these native features.
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